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dearvr music is free and open source, with
its own powerful and easy-to-use interface
and an intuitive xyz pad for positioning the
track in a three-dimensional virtual scene.
the simple but powerful tagging system

makes it easy to move and adjust the sound
to any environment. the program also

features a flexible plug-in architecture which
allows for easy integration of other solutions,

such as professional mastering plug-ins.
dearvr music is a new approach to mixing. at
its core, dearvr music is a simple virtual 3d

mixer that breaks the shackles of stereo and
flat sound. with one mouse click you can
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move the track to any position in a 3d space
or adjust the sound to any position in the

space using sliders. use the intuitive
interface to position a track almost behind or

in front of the listener, above or below his
head, left or right, closer or farther away,
and create a unique listening experience.

and, for all kinds of mixing, such as
mastering, post-production and video. say

goodbye to expensive middleware, unwieldy
software bundles and complex routing

schemes. all the tools you need to create
stunning, immersive 3d and surround audio
for virtual reality (vr) and augmented reality

(ar) videos, immersive music, videos, film
post-production and games are included in

dearvrs powerful yet fast and intuitive
interface. simply drag your mouse around

using the plugins graphical xyz pad to
position a tracks sound anywhere in a 3d

soundstage behind or in front of the listener,
above or below their head, to the left or

right, closer or farther away. or use separate
sliders for adjusting the sounds elevation,
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azimuth and distance from the listener.
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dearvr pro outputs the highest-quality 3d
audio in seven delivery formats (including

audio for 360-degree videos on youtube and
facebook), meeting all the professional

requirements for any vr or ar production.
select 2-channel binaural format for totally

immersive playback using conventional
headphones. or choose 4-channel first order,
9-channel second order or 16-channel third
order ambisonics output in either ambix or
furse malham (fuma) format. the plugins 46

stellar virtual acoustic environments can
also be used like conventional reverbs in 2d
stereo mixes, doubling their usefulness for
music production. the latest feature update

extends the state-of-the-art binaural and
ambisonics encoder with 26 different multi-
channel loudspeaker output formats from
5.0, 5.1.4, 7.4, up to 13. the brand-new

dearvr vhsp technology combines the ultra-
realistic room and distance simulation with
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the groundbreaking virtual height speaker
perception for 5.1 and 7.1 setups. its easy to
handle two modes of operation allow you to
choose how to work. dearvr music is free of

charge and completely open source. it
features a user-friendly interface, a system

tray icon, and it's easy to deploy and use. its
multichannel output support is limited only
by your speakers and the channel count of
your daw. so get to it! turn your daw into a

virtual reality powerhouse in no time. dearvr
pro is a plug-in for the common daw and

multichannel audio editor. it features 20+
presets, 45+ virtual acoustic environments,

6 reverb presets and 15+ image types. it
features an easy to use visual interface that

allows you to drag the position of the
different objects in the 3d space. its

multichannel support is limited only by your
speakers and the number of channels in your

daw. 5ec8ef588b
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